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seasonal picks

EGGPLANT Decent supplies on all sizes. Quality is very good. Demand is low.

APPLES Small Grannys and Galas, Large Reds and Large Golds are tight. 

ASPARAGUS Plenty of supplies out of Mexico. Market and supplies remain steady.

AVOCADO Markets on the higher side and steady. Size 48’s and 60’s are limited and in high 
demand. Smaller sized fruit and #2 grade dominate pack outs. Mexican National 
market is active with higher pricing. CA production will improve in March. 

BELL PEPPERS Overall good quality on red, green and yellow bells. Volume is consistent.

BERRIES Blackberries: Overall availability is tight due to recent cold weather, market is firm.
Blueberries: Availability improves in  o�shore and Mexican imports.
Raspberries: Supplies remain light. Expected to improve over the next few weeks.
Strawberries: There is a general softening of the market in Florida and Texas as 
the West Coast remains fairly firm. 

COMMODITY UPDATES

CARROTS Snack pack supplies are improving. Markets remain stable and supplies are 
steady on cellos, and jumbos. Supplies out of Georgia are limited.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS Good supplies out of Mexico is keeping the market steady. 

BROCCOLI

CAULIFLOWER Steady supplies out of Santa Maria and Yuma. Markets will go higher.

CUCUMBERS Increase on volumes softens the market slightly. Overall great quality.

Good supplies out of Santa Maria and Yuma. Steady market anticipated.

CELERY Large and small sizing will have good availability. There has been some 
minimal fusarium, crop disease, but shippers are cleaning up in the fields 
before being packed. Demand is o�. Expect steady availability this week.

California: High pressure builds over the region ahead of strong Santa Ana winds up 
to 45mph. Slightly below normal temps this weekend. Mexico: Above normal temps 
cooling through Saturday. Dry condititions. Florida: High pressure dominates 
resulting in dry conditions and warming temps. Arizona: Warm temps start to 
decrease into upper 60s and low 70s. STrong winds up to 50mph. 

WEATHER FORECAST

CITRUS Lemons: Supplies are looking steady on small sizes, quality is looking nice. 115’s 
and larger are still holding firm and active. 
Limes: The lime market is active, we’re seeing a fluctuation on pricing and 
expect it to climb and change daily. Supplies will be limited going into March 
until new crop starts. 
Oranges: Good supplies this week. Small size market is firm. Quality is great.

blueberries #143430#
/cs

 

CIRCLE KOMBUCHA five flavors
available

TWO MEN AND A GARDEN (LOCAL)

SOGNO TOSCANO

HIGH PROTEIN

WHOLE PEELED

CAHOKIA RICE

NON-DAIRY MILK

OOMAME, SALSA, PICKLES, AND MORE

brown rice
white rice

Oatly Oat Milk
Califia Almond Milk

specialty italian products

20#
/cs #6980fresh tomatoes

vanilla extract #4753pint

russet potatoes #412082-10#
/cs
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CANTALOUPE Markets on larger sized fruit (J9’s/9’s) remain strong with good demand. 
Markets on smaller sized fruit (12’s/15’s) are slightly lower with light demand. 
Current size structure trending large and brix levels continue to trend 10% or 
better. Current USDA Daily Movement Report indicates cantaloupes are down
36% year over year.

HONEYDEW Demand remains light and markets are steady. Plenty of fruit out east as well 
as the west. Quality is good. Brix levels continue to peak at 10% or better.

WATERMELON Demand is fairly light and markets are slightly lower. Good availability on 
Mexican as well as o�shore fruit. Brix levels have been ranging 10% or
better and seeing a wide range in quality and condition.

GRAPES Market on greens continues to advance due to the Chilean rain event. Expect 
elevated pricing on greens for the remainder of the import deal. Red grapes 
were much less a�ected by the rains and pricing is more or less steady.

KALE Supplies continue to stay steady keeping this market steady.

ONIONS Texas new crop onions have been greatly a�ected by last week’s freeze. 
Northwest growers have plenty of supply to last until new crop CA begins 
early May.

PEARS Good supplies of Anjou and Bosc. Smaller lower grade pears remain tight.

PINEAPPLES We’re looking good out of both coasts. Current markets are stable and 
quality is looking nice. 

STONE FRUIT Market sharply lower on Nectarines. Peaches and Plums steady.

Low demand has caused supply to bottleneck In the West, Mexico as at Mandated 
minimums across the board. Florida shippers have lowered pricing to compete 
with imports in Texas and Nogales. Despite freezing temperatures thought the 
country, tomato growing regions have gotten backed up on volume harvesting 
through weeks of warm temperatures. A cold snap during January may cause a 
spike in pricing mid march if demand picks up over the next 10 days.

TOMATOES

SQUASH Increased supplies on both yellow and green and increased demand has 
kept markets steady.

LETTUCE

POTATOES Plenty of deals available on cartons. Bale market is slightly more firm due to 
USDA box business. Expect pricing to begin an upward trend in March.

Iceberg: Supplies continue to exceed demand for the rest of the week. Commond 
defects being reported include minor insect/mildew presence as well as some 
occasional tip/ fringe burn. These defects are minimal, however. Shippers are 
looking for o�ers so promote as much as possible. Early forecasts indicate 
Huron will begin production in the third week of March.
Lettuce Leaf: There will be good supplies of romaine as well as all leaf items for 
the week. Romaine hearts are expected to be abundant as well. Shippers are 
flexing and the quality continues to be good for all the commodities mentioned 
earlier. Aside from light fringe and tip burn, all is good. Weights on romaine are 
averaging 34-36 pounds with lengths of 12-13 inches. Red and green leaf
will be 21-23 pounds.
Tender Leaf: Steady supplies. Markets to stay steady into the weekend.

COMMODITY UPDATES
GARLIC Steady supplies are keeping this market level.

GREEN ONIONS Supplies have improved out of Mexico as demand has come o�. Watch for 
this market to continue adjusting lower as we head into the weekend.

seasonal picks

spices & seasonings

bunched leeks

GREEN TOMATOES #337025#
  /cs

/cs

NEW HORIZON BASES beef, chicken,
seafood, vegetable

#21601  12ct
/cs

grape tomatoes #698210oz
12ct/cs

oatMEAL, flour, quinoa, STARCH

BAETJE FARMS (LOCAL)

GOAT CHEESE dark chocolate raspberry
cranberry orange

balsamic glaze #5665

cajun seasoning
seafood seasoning

foil steam tables containers & lids
full and half sizes

OLD SMOKEHOUSE

SLICED BACON #64732-10#
  /cs

dried mushrooms and sea salt
MUSHROOMS NATURALLY (LOCAL)

13.5oz
     /cs


